Contribution of body movements on the heart rate variability during high intensity running.
We studied the association between the heart rate variability (HRV) and the subject's movement during high intensity running. HRV is affected by movement, and this phenomena is known as cardiolocomotor coupling (CLC). Characterization of movement related components on the HRV spectrogram is a principal step toward meaningful interpretation of autonomic nervous system (ANS) activity. According to the literature, the aliases of the first and second harmonics of the cadence frequency are the main contributors affecting HRV. Instead, we found out that there is another aliasing component containing significant power in the HRV spectrogram. The source of this component might be the arm swings, torso movement or any other mechanical movement along the horizontal axis, orthogonal to the cadence direction. Our results show that in 13 out of 22 subjects the spectral HRV component arising from the alias of the second harmonic of cadence frequency (vertical acceleration) accommodates significantly less energy than the component related to the alias of the first harmonic of horizontal acceleration. Therefore, neglecting this component and/or considering the second harmonic of the cadence frequency as more dominant one is not always a valid assumption.